SANS Hack Holiday Challenge
2016
The Poe'c Version

Fahoo forays, dahoo dorays
Welcome Christmas, bring your light
Fahoo forays, dahoo dorays
Welcome in the cold of night
Welcome Christmas, fahoo ramus
Welcome Christmas, dahoo damus
Welcome Christmas, while we stand
Heart to heart and hand in hand
Every Who down in Whoville liked Christmas a lot
But the Grinch who lived just North of Whoville did not!
The Grinch hated Christmas!
The whole Christmas season!
Now, please don't ask why.
No one quite knows the reason.

To make a long story short about the mean Grinch,
He ﬁnds the true meaning of Christmas in a clinch.
The Whos down in Whoville come to love him a lot,
In the end the Grinch's tale becomes a joyful plot.
Sadly this tale a takes diﬀerent direcPon,
As Jessica and Josh ﬁnd in their inspecPon.
Santa’s gone missing they exclaim, as they stared,
At the hint leT behind, Santa's business card bared.
Santa's been kidnapped right before its Christmas Day.
Hopefully not to some galaxy far-far away?
So, get your eggnog ready there’s no Pme for rest,
As we start unraveling this hack holiday quest!

The challenge starts with a
business card on the ﬂoor,
Referencing twiZer and a site
like imgur (image-er).
StarPng with 300 tweets,
so many the same,
No need for complex scripts,
in Notepad there's no shame.
Search strip out the junk content
and survey the rest,
Behold the big picture,
we pass the ‘bugbounty’ test.

1) What is the secret message in
Santa's tweets? BUGBOUNTY

On to puzzle number two, we search for a zip,
Where could this ﬁle be, perhaps a hidden Pp?
Using a skill set referred to as O-S-INT,
The secret becomes clear with a liZle squint.
Yes, buried right there in Santa's Instagram page,
Is not one, but two hints that were cleverly staged.
By combining the Northpolewonderland domain
With the SantaGram version 4-dot-2 zip ﬁle name,
Then viewing the contents with our bugbounty code,
We ﬁnd object three that needs an Android to load.

2) What is inside the ZIP ﬁle distributed by
Santa's team? SantaGram_v4.2.apk

APK ﬁles are zipped giTs of JAVA based joy,
That can be unpacked with the apktool toy,
Using the d ﬂag will create code decompiled,
And waallaaa, you now have smali code
reconciled.

Peering inside the
folders of decoded
text,
It doesn’t take long to
ﬁnd the audio hex A Discombobulated1
dot M-P-3,
And the target user
and pass in b.smali!
Pujng creds in an app
is like hiding in smoke,
But this ﬁnding makes
us feel we have A New
Hope.

What other secrets could this decompiled spread hold?
Having to look through it all seems like we’ve been trolled.
However, right near our ﬁle of audio sound,
Another hint to the game we thankfully found.
The res values folder has an xml ﬁle,
Without which this puzzle would be terribly vile.
Dev, app, excepPon and dungeon paths all displayed,
But ﬁrst some other hack game challenges need played.

Oﬀ to fantasy world at quest2016,
We created our account and loaded the game screen.
From here it took a bit of hunPng and peeking,
But soon enough we ﬁnd the widgets we’re seeking.
The pi pieces were all gathered by 12/19,
And subsequently returned to Holly Evergreen,
Who provided us with the foundaPonal brick The ﬁrmware for the cranpi challenge 5 and 6.

Thanks to Josh Wright for
sharing his pi mount
wisdom,
Detailed pointers to help
unpack the ﬁle system.
With /etc/shadow ﬁle
access now fully gained.
The cranpi account
password could be
obtained,
John made cracking easy,
even for newb wookies,
With the rockyou wordlist
we found yummycookies!
5) What is the password for the "cranpi"
account on the Cranberry Pi system?
yummycookies

Part 6 proved to be a bit more complicated,
As terminal challenge answers were located.
Wumpus was solved, while playing the game as it should.
We learned the phrase was ‘WUMPUS IS MISUNDERSTOOD’.
Behind the locked door, an empty stall was there found,
Fear not, for this locaPon will not long confound.
The key was hidden in a dot directory,
But ﬁnd –r “key” | cat showed ‘open_sesame’.

6) How did you open each terminal door and
where had the villain imprisoned Santa?

Behind this door was a second door number two,
Where I grew Nostalgic over WarGames text fu.
The text was quite detailed, and had to be just right,
But I was soon told to look at the preZy lights.
Now in the short hall, we’re stumped again with no clues.
But even the Grinch who really hated the Whos,
Learned it is somePmes good to have alternate views.

6) How did you open each terminal door and
where had the villain imprisoned Santa?

The pcap.out quest was solved with some string theory,
But only when combined with some su-du-ery.
Once the right encoding opPons were selected,
The phrase santasliZlehelpers was collected.
Finally we hacked the back in Pme train console,
Which took a HELP- bang (!) to ﬁnd the shell access hole.
Once the AcPvateTrain switch was virtually ﬂicked,
We arrived in ‘78 and found Saint Nick.

6) How did you open each terminal door and
where had the villain imprisoned Santa?

We noPced Santa there, somewhat dazed and confused.
Oddly like Horton when he discovered his Who’s.
Who did it? Who done it? We need more helpful clues!
Six parts of this hack challenge presently now solved,
We’re on to step seven, where we ﬁnd our resolve.
If you recall, we have only one audio ﬁle,
That when played in Audacity sounds rather vile.
However, it appears this is the ﬁrst sound bite,
There are six yet leT to ﬁnd on this Christmas night.

Server two, was a mere test of observaPon,
The credenPals part of our prior conversaPon.
The user guest and pass busyreindeer78,
We found ourselves staring at the ﬁle without wait.
The dungeon game proved to be excruciaPng,
Because bad assumpPons lead to some mistaking,
While the complexity of the puzzle did lack,
The dungeon game felt like the Empire just Struck Back.

ATer beaPng the game a Pme or two or ten,
We went back to read the bloody manual again.
Buried in the text was an obvious huge hint,
That led us to think about this puzzles intent.
Haven learned a few cheats to help our dungeon lore,
The GDT hack was known, and a couple more.
Had we paid noPce to what DT provided,
Tip 1024 would have been sooner sighted.

Next is the debug challenge for us to get through,
Strings.xml debug variable set true,
Repack the APK, use JAVA to usurp,
Code signing requirements - there’s now data in Burp.
The POST request holds noteworthy JSON data,
We wonder aloud, Is SantaGram a beta?
One variable is missing that makes all the diﬀerence,
"verbose":true brings a complete new app experience!

With SantaGram modded and its use underway,
The ad servers next this Christmas Eve holiday.
The website loaded with complex JavaScript ads,
More hackable than the DNC was for Vlad!
Thanks to Eds write up we were not greatly confused,
Soon Meteors framework was quite abused.
Meteor Miner, and some
JavaScript kung fu,
Gave us the path to ﬁle
number ﬁves hidden
view.
What a giT, there’s the
ﬁle name under admin –
quotes.
Hack One, two three,
four and now ﬁve, we’re
gejng close

.

We are sPll looking to solve this games main premise,
That there is some parPcular Phantom Menace.
On to puzzle sixes misleading subrepPon,
One assured to grant an audio excepPon.
Fahoo forays, dahoo dorays
Welcome Christmas! Come this way
Fahoo forays, dahoo dorays
Welcome Christmas, Christmas Day
Welcome, welcome, fahoo ramus
Welcome, welcome, dahoo damus
Christmas Day is in our grasp
So long as we have hands to clasp

Pouring over error datas rarely straight forward,
Tweaking POST JSON content is its own reward.
For with a ﬂip of the variable WriteCrashDump,
We had more data real estate access than Trump.
Add to this the ﬁlter-base-64 decode,
Like Return of the Jedi, the Sixth part is showed.

While we’re hoping to keep our solving momentum,
We’ll be honest - this hack took some intervenPon.
SQL injecPon, didn’t appear to do much,
At least not without an administrator touch.
StarPng from scratch, we nikto’d the Sprusage server,
And found a git unseen by the causal observer.

A recursive get supplied a local depot,
Of the content to create a git based repo.
Given that you need to have some knowledge of git,
I found myself yelling at the screen quite a bit…

“All I need is the
admin creds. We
said to null,
But passwords are
scarce except on
Defcons shame wall.
DedicaPon
rewarded us as we
persist,
Now Keep Watching
The Skies is on my
‘to watch list’.

The next part was a duzy, I’ll gladly admit,
Lots of source code review, to ﬁnd one liZle bit.
Slipped in a ﬁle, that only the admin could view
The ﬁle edit.php gave us lots to do.

In the Sprusage schema, a column was betrayed,
Adding the ﬁeld ‘query’ proved a risky upgrade.
InjecPng some carefully craTed SELECT SQL,
The appsec failed worse than the ﬁrst Star Wars prequel.

By SELECTing this and that we eventually saw,
The details to get this challenges ﬁnal haul.
One more trick was required in order to extract,
To_base64 tweak ﬁnalized the aZack.

From raw ASCII characters
in a huge text pile,
We use a converter to
create a bin ﬁle.
We’ve all the audio ﬁles to
complete the game.
Audacity will help us see if
they’re the same.
Arrange front to back,
then tweak the pitch and
tempo,
And so we have
discovered the ﬁnal
passcode.

8) What are the names of the audio ﬁles you
discovered from each system above?

Thanks to a liZle Tardis hint leT on the desk,
The search for the details didn’t leave us perplexed
Dr. Who as it appears, might have been involved,
In this dastardly puzzle that we ﬁnally solved.
You're a vile one, Dr. Who. Your a nasty ol chef .
Cooking up more nasty tricks than the Revenge of the Sith.
Dr. Who! You were caught said,
Father Christmas, Santa Claus or, as I’ve always known him, Jeﬀ.
But I have to wonder about one liZle thing,
Could Dr. Seuss be Dr. Who in lyrical bling?
The Grinch lives in Whoville, and Dr. Whos a Grinch?
Naaa, that would be too much a coincidence.

9) Who is the villain behind the nefarious plot.
Dr. Who

10) Why had the villain abducted Santa?
See above

With a smile to his soul, we descended Mount Crumpet
Cheerily blowing "Who! Who!" on our trumpet.
We road into Whoville. We brought back their toys.
We brought back their ﬂoof to the Who girls and boys.
We brought back their snoof and their tringlers and fuzzles,
Brought back their pantookas, their daﬄers and wuzzles.
We brought everything back, all the food for the feast!
And he, he himself, the Grinch carved the roast beast!
Welcome Christmas. Bring your cheer,
Cheer to all Whos, far and near.
Christmas Day is in our grasp
So long as we have hands to grasp.
Christmas Day will always be
Just as long as we have we.
Welcome Christmas as we stand,
Heart in heart and hand in hand.

!
The End!!

Beginning and end verse borrowed from Dr. Seuss ‘How the Grinch Stole Christmas!’

